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THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC PROPERTIES OF 

METAL IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION
1 
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..... 

ABSTRACT 

. While it is evident that a metal ion in aqueous solution 
interaqts electrost~tibally with water m~lecul~~ and the ~ni6ns 
present. in the solutionll it is equally apparent that often the 
metal ion chemically combines· with varying numbers of ions or 
molecules to form complex speciesQ This tendency towards 

·coordination complexing is observed most often with the transi
tion metals and results in a series of complex spec;i·es MAn· · 
with n being the number of ligand molecules A which are com~ 
plexed to the metal io~ M and is equal to .1~ 2~ o••~ N~l~ N~ 
where N is the maximum observed coordination number but no~ 
necessarily identical-with Werner9 s co'ordination number·for 
the metal iono A portion of the ·work abstracted in this 
paper was concerne~ with devising a si~ple metho~ for the 
determine t io~ of ~ » where kr\ . :::: O~An) /( M~=l) (A).~· : 

Stannous Chloride. Efuilibrt'-um oori~t-arl.t s.. The potentl;;l~ 
of a concentration cells related by the famili~r Nernst .. ·· 
equation. to the activities of t}le ·.aqueous metal ion in the . 
two half cells if ·.the electrod~ activities are the same and 
if junction potentials· are as suriled eliminated o 'Therefore 9 
if both half cells contain solutions at equal ionic strength~ 
the potential of phe cell may be related to the variation in 
activity of the metal ion due to its complex1ngo · 

. The stannous chloride complexes» N ~· 4 9 prove to be a 
system amenable to such an experimental procedureo Consider 
the system: 

(

HC104 \ 

~aclo~J- I (

iiClO) "" 

HCl 
NaCl .II 

II 
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exp(-E/0.0128) : 1 + k
1
'Tcl= ~ k'k'T2 ~ kYk'k'T3 

1 2· s1- 1 2 3 cl-

( 1) 

where E. is the pot~nt1al of th_e-cell.i' T
01

_ the total or formal 
. chloride concentration in half cell II~ and kri : (Sncl2:-n)/ 
(Snclg:9)(cl-)e ·Equation (1) is valid since: .(1) bothnamalgam 
electro~es were of ·equal activity; {2) constant ionic s~ngth 9 
2903~ was maintained in both half cells and were ~qual; (3) 
chlo~ide ion·was in excess such that·(cl-) ~ T -; (4) tha 
ionic mobilities of chloride and perchlorate a£~ not.too 
dissimilar so that a NH NO salt. bride;e m·ay be assumed to 
eliminate junction potegt1~ls; !itld (5) a high acid concentra
tion.i' <H~) = 2oOO~_was maintained to red~ce hydrolysis of the 
tin (II) . to negligible proportions e Under these conditions a 
comparison of the _empirlcal.·curve of. exp(-E/0.0128) vs T01_ 
to equat.ion_ (1) allows a determinat1on of··kri·.· ··. 

The following values for· the equilibrium _constants were . 
obtained at .,14 = 2 .03.1l T :: 25oO.:tO.I0C: 

+ k]. = 11.,3 0.,2 

k2 : 5ol 1!: Oo2 

k3 = 0.24 ~ Oo05 

k9 :: 1-oO ~ Oo4 
·4 

(2) 

3 
The stannous chloride constants were determined by Prytz for 
~ : O.ll but the values for kri in (2) are believed to be the 
~ore accurately determinedo. 

Mechanism of t.he cu(II) -eN= Reacti~ri •· studies of the 
mechanism of electron transfer have demonstrated that·complexes 
often play a pertinent role in the oxidation reaction~ and a 
possible gmeralization may be stated: coordination complexes. 
are involved mechanistically as Intermediates in homogen_eous 

2 . . ... 
Gorman·9 J. Am. Chern., Soc o s 61 P 3342 ( 1939) o 

3 .. · .... 
Prytz.P Zo anorgo Chem.Ji,l72, 147(1925). 

.. 
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ionic oxidation-reduction reactionso This hypothesis appears 
to be particularly ~pplicable to reactions involving cationic 
ox.ldizing agents and anionic reducing agentso 

A furth~r point of interest in connection.with coordina
tion intermediates is any relationship which might exist 
between the number of oxidizable anions in the complex and the 
rate of electron transfero 

The present work examines the Cu( II) -CN=. reaction from the 
point·s of view outlined above o -The numerous cyanide complexes 
of both copper{!) and {II) indicate that in this reaction any 
relationship between the intermediate and its rate of reaction 
could perhaps· be recognized more easily than for other .reactions o 

Since it was· observed that ammonia slowed the reaction.~~ 
the disappea~ance of Cu{II) was kinetically studied in a con- · 
centrated ~l0.,5~12o5M) ammonia solutlono The results for f:. :loOO 
and T ~ 0 ~ 0~1oc, indicate the following mechanism 9 with a 
negligible ·amount. of copper( II) in the cyanide complex~ 

Cu(NH3}~I to 4CN~ ~ Cu{CN)~ & nNH
3

(n :.;:, 1,2,3,4.~~ and/or 5} (3) 

Cu(CN); ~·cu(CN)~ ~ CN° 

-d·a~u:rr= k(Cu(CN)~ ):: kK(·Tcuir)tTdN= ;., 4T6urr ~ 4Tcurr>~ 
{4) 
- -
{ 5) 

0 -
where Tx is the total concentration of x at time t,-with Tx 
referring to zero time 9 K = Cu(CN)= /(Cu~I)(cN=)4 and 
.kri_.: (Cu{NH3 )II)/(Cu{NH3 )I~1 ) (NH3 )4o The rapidity- of the 
reaction limiRed the avai~a5le range in ammonia concentration 
so that the intermediate disproportlonating complex may contain 
one or two molecules of ammoniao The author feels that the 
latter-mechanisms are less ·probableo Considering the series 
of reactions where various cupric cyanide complexes dispro
portionate to give the cuprous cyanide c~omplexes with one less 
cyanide and a cyanide radical, the high free energies of the 
products, excepting the tricyanide complex,~~ indicate that the 
free energy of activation may be directly correlated to th~ 
free energy content of the producto Thus, in a reaction of 
the type A~B .., 0 9 the activated complex resembles the products 
rather than the reactanto 
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A subsidiary study ·of the the reaction was made to deter-
mine the cause of the distinct violet color when cyanide ion. 
is added to ammoniat-ed copper( II). Considering the extlriction 
at zer 0 time; D at-615 mfo; of a Cu(II)-cN=.:.w.H:. solution.; if 
Db is the ab sor~t ion of t'he cupric-cyanide com~lex and D~ that 
o.:r the cupric-ammonia complexes., then K = (Cu{CN)~=x)/(Cu.LI) (cNf 

and ri =(i - K ~ ( cuii) (eN=) X t> 'Tguii X 
o K 1{v (6) 

kU 
2-x 

where k is the extinctiolJ. coefficient-of Cu~CN)~- ~nd kV that 
of the cupric-ammonia complexes. Since the ammonia conc'entra ... 

. tion is la:rge in comparison-·to-that of-the copper-(II)g the 
concentrations of the ammonia complexes may be· expected to 

. remain approximately c:a.n~.'stant ~if _varying cyanid~ is addeO. to. 
constant T8uiio . Under. tiH~_s~ _conditions a ·linear variation o~ 
p 0 with T~ = was observed for. T0 _ ~ T0 II,~~ the practical 
·experimentil range 9 thus indicag¥ng tH'M-t the-violet ·species is 
CuCNI and that little copper( II) is stored in the complex. 

INTRODUCTION 

The· modern model of· the· physical structure of pure liquids; 
is chara_cterized by the order-disorder-concept!/ wherein.a short 
range ordered arrangement of the mp~ecules of the liquid is 
encom~assed with a long range disorder or chaos. Recent.experi-:
ments studying the effec~ of pressure on the behavior of sound 
in water indicate that water normally has a loose crystalline · 
structure which B.hsorbs sound waves» while under high pres·sures 
wa~er transmits sound waves with little absorption.~~ indicating 
a disordered,~~ amorphous· structure o Various th~ories have been 
proposed to explain-the orde~-disorder model of 11quids;·and 
their validity, in view of the high=pressure experiments 9 must 
be reinvestigated,~~ but for our purposes the obs-ervation of the 
probable presence or·short range order sufficeso A priori 9 .. 

since the motion of a molecule i~ determined b~ its interaction 
with surrounding molecules 9 it appears inevitabl~ that with·a 
dipolar liquid such as water some degree of electrostatic inter
action and resultant structure ·should follow., 

When an :f.on is placed in water 9 ch~r·ge dansit~es opposite 
in sign neces'sarily induce a form of order where the neighboring 
water molecules tend.to orient with their oppositely charged 
poles toward the central iono A similar tendei1CY exists between 
a dipolar molecule, either per"'nanent or induced; and its water 
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environment·. Thermal agitation tends to disrupt the orienta
tion,p but the ·tendency towards ordering must inherently exist. 
This physical interaction has been termed hydration, or more 
generally, solvation.· of the ion or molecule, and was first 
recognized by Bredig~, who explained by hydration the anomalous 
observation that the ionic velocities of the ·alkali metal ions 
increase with increasing·atomic weight, whereas lithium ion,p · 
with the smallest radius, should be expected to have the highest 
velocity. It appears that the small lithi~~ ion is better 
able to attract to itself water molecules than the larger 
cesium ion which possesses· the same char~e but a· lesser surface 
charge density. Cryoscopic measurements have indicated that 
for aqueous KCl solutions, the average amount of tota·l hydra
tion per·potassium plus chloride ions is: lN KCl, 8.6 H

2
0;. 

Oa5N KCl, 10a2 H20. 

Considering a·dilute aqueous solution of a ~trong elect
rolyte$ e~g., NaCl, in water, Arrhenius demonstrated that the 
salt was completely. dissociated into sodium and chloride ions e 

Th~ immediate neighborhoods of the ions will possess some 
ordering of the water molecul~s, btit the presence ~f anions in 
the so_lut ion. indicate· that. very probably the sodium ion Will · 
surround it self with an atmosphere· of chloride ions t_ogether 
with the ~sual orient~d water ~olecules, ~nd. similarly, a 
chloride '-on will tend to electrostatically induce an ionic 
atmosphere of sodium ions together with water. molecules.. .If 
a quantity of alien salt~ say KCl; were now to be introduced 
into this ablution, the chloride atmosphere surrounding a· 
sodium ion would be augmented over the original situation, and 
any properties of the sodium ion in the two cases would most 
cert a: in differ o The cone ept of ionic strength, JA. , of a· 
s6luti~n-is tioncerned wi~h such variations in p~perties ~ith 
total quantity of salt in solut.ion. T\te ionic atmosphere is 
the fundamental concept of the Debye-HU:ckel theory·' which 
quantitatively relates tho a~tive 6a~s-of ion present in . 
solution to its actual mass as a fUnction of the q~antity of 
electrolyte present in the solutiono 'The Debye-Huckel theory 
will be discussed later, but the idea of an ioriic atmosphere 
surrounding each -ion in a dilute solution is today almost 
universally accepted as valid.· A similar electrostatic 
attr,ction will exist between an ion and a dipolar neutral 
molecules although the effect .is secondary or tertiary in 
magnitude •. · 

The above discussion is not entirely true, for in solv_ents 
of low dielectric a minimum equivalent conductance·is sometimes 
observed at a particular concentrationo4 Bjerrum5 51 and later. 
Fuoss and Kraus6, explained such anomalies by the existence of 
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1 ion pairs and triplets caused by electrostatic interaction., 

l The concentrations of these: pairs and triplets a·re dependent· 
l~ upon the sum of the radii of the ions and upon the dielectric· I of t·he 'solvent e Water has such 8· high dielectric that any 

/ ion pairs or _triplets are negligible in quantitye 

Polissar7 considers a molecule or ion to be surrounded by 
approximately twelve closest-packed solvent molecules or 
oppositely charged ions o This c_age constitutes a potent.ial 
barriert and the central particle must possess energy of the 
order of magnitude of· five keel/mole to pass th~ boundary_., 
The mean (lj ~meter of the cage has been estimated at about 
ro=8 ern for its highest valueo8 The cage model of liquids 
and solutions~ although intriguing~ has not been widely 
accepted o. · · · 

The ionic 2 tmoRpher.e has a loose)) electrostatic structure 
with no stable configu~ation~ but there is often a tendency 
for the anion to so.closely approach the cation ~rid interact 
with it that "it proves. advantageous and even necessary 'to 
consider them as an intimate combination., ·This combination 
is termed a comPlex and ac.t~ as a· singl~ entity with innate 
properties which differ.frorn the·suin of. the indiv.idual pro-· 
parties of the components., ·The three criteria ·which dist'in
guish between an anion in the ionic atmosphere and one which 
can be c_onsidered as. complexed to the cation ca·ri immediately. 
be inferred asg 1) closer juxtaposition 9 . 2) stable configur~. 
ation (if a multimolecular combin,ation), and- 3) subsequent 
properties which differ from the ,·sum of the component.s o_. The 

. first two criteria are required of chen:tical bonding~ ~ stat.e_. 
which cannot be dir.ectly measured or. calculated und'er the · 
circUrn.stances .1> and can only be indirectly inferred9 after the .. 
existence of the. 'complex is :confirmed 0 . The third criterion . _. 
is likewise a _direct result of phemi_cal bending and, .therefore, 
not independent of the f~rst t~o. ~equir~ments, but if this 
difference in properties is mac~oscop~cally measure~ble and 
can be correlated,~~ more or less exactly 9 to th~ mlcrbsco~ic 
condltions which prevail,~~ then these. measurements and their. 
correlation a,re precisely wpat 6ur attention must be focused 
upon a 

. GENERAL OBsERVATIONS 

We have seen that· a metal ion ·in aqueous solution often· 
forms complexes with anions, but cornplexlng· also takes place 
between a much wider variety of molecular and ioriic species 
than has been indicated~ e.go~ 
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= 
SnC13 ~ Cl : SnCl~ 

Cuii_~ NH3 ~ Cu(NH )II 
3 . 

Denoting the metal ion as M and the species to which it 
complexes as A, the complex may be written as MAn, where, 
far convenience, valences are ignoredo 

.... 9 
·-·~ 

It may be observed that the various species» complex or· 
otherwise, in solution are in equilibrium~ and the proportions 
of species may be related by an equilibrium constant a kkil where 

.k 9 :: . (MAp~ .... 

n (MAn-1 (A} 
( 1) 

Where the parentheses indicate actual molar concentrations of 
the indicated specieso 

Two subjects must now be discussed~ for they are relevant 
to equation (1). First, complexing has been observed with such 
a wide variety of anions the.t it has become customary to assume 
that water molecules are also chemically bonded to the metal 
ion in accordance with the-observed maximum complexing power 
of Mo This coordination ot water has actual~y been observ~d 
for the hexaaquo~crimpl~~ed trivalent ions of the iron group, 
cobalt(III)lO and chromium(III)llo Purportedly, the hexaaquo 
complexes of magnesiuml2 and calciuml3 also existo Thus, the 
essentially constant concentration of water should enter into 
( 1) ~ it· is· customar-y to include that term in kx\. The question 
of whether alkali metal and the alkaline earth.ions chemically 
complex with water is still undecided, but since in the . 
crystalline state these ions are usually only electrostatically• 
bonded to anions, it· seems most probable that the ions exert 
only a similar attraction on the solvent and undergo no definite 
chemical bonding. An unsucce~sful attemptl1 was mad~ to distin
guish by dialysis between the chemically bound, and the more 
loosely bound hydrated 9 water moleculeso 

Second~ and more important, it has been noticed that the 
properties of an ion or molecule in solution are affected by 
the presence of other ions in the solution through the nature 
of the ionic atmosphereo The intrinsic tendency of MAn=~ to 
complex with A.:· is a function of its effect.! ve., rather tnan 
actual~ concentration, and the effective molar concentration 

* In this paper the term electrostatic interaction is used 
to denote a classical electrostatic interactiono 
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or activity, a, of a species may be defined as& 

a :: fc (2) 

whe.re f is called the activity coefficl,ent and c l,s the actual 
molar concentration of the. species o .. At infinite dilution 
ion atmosphere effects vanish and-effective and actual concen
trations niay be considered ident leal o Thus, f can further be 
defined as: 

· c::;o (ci) ~ lc ~ ~ - 1 ( 3) 

. The Iabye-H11ckel theory quantitatively related effective 
arid actual.concentratioris by considering the work against 
electrost~tic ~ttra~tion involved in diltiting a solutiono 
After constderable approximations which are valid oqly in very 
dilute soltition, the theoretical value of tho activity coeffi
cient was calcula~ed to beg 

(4) 

where the ionic strength is a measure ·of the electrostatic 
effect of ions in the. solution on the activity coefficient o 

This formula has been fo'und tci hold for concentrations less 
than 0.01 m.olar 9 while varlous extensions of the 'theory are 
valid in more concentrated solutionso Empirical equations 
·such asl52 

hold up to~~ 0.1, where f~ is the mean activity coeffi~tent 
and c~0.20 and varies from salt to salto · 

Utilizing the concept of ·activity, the ·means are now at 
hand for eliminating salt effects on the equilibrium in (1) 9 
for the substitution of (2) in (1) givess 

0 

... · · .f.MA · · -
n 

.. - 'f ... ·.·.·, .. ' .... 
MAn (6): 

(7) 
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where kn is a true 9 or thermodynamic» constant for the various. 
species·., and kJ:\ is terme¢1 the· concentration constant~· The 
activity coefflcients·may be calculated,~~ e.g.,~~ (4) or (pj .~~ when 
the solution is sufficiently dilute., thus for sparingly soluble 
salts. When more concentrated solutions are. required by the 
nature of the experiment., kV may be determined as a function of 
the ionic strength and extripolated to zero salt concentration 
to evaluate the true constantg 

1 og kri = 0. 51 (z~A - zi1 = z! )-fJi"" ~ 1 og kn t C / ( 8) 
n n=l 

Equation (8) demonstrates the course of such an extrapolation 
and it is obviously advantageous to measure kU in solutions as 
dilute as possible. to simultaneously reduce tHe extrapolation 
and approach the region where the assumptions are less drastic. 
It is evident that if A is a neutral molecule 9 the extrapolation 
should be of zero slope., and such a. slope is observed with 
neutral A in dilute solutions. 

Having found a property.~~ k » which depends only on the 
intrinsic properties of the var~ous species in solution and 
the relation of these species to their aqueous environment 9 
it should prove· enlightening to investigate th~ magnitudes of 
these constants 9 and 9 if possible 9 draw conclusions as to cause 
and effect., 

· Kossel (1916}., and later Fajans., theorized that the forma= 
tion of complexes was entirely.determined by classical electro= 
static interaction which existed between metal·· ions ah.d anions» 
conside~ing botp as- charged- spheres. The existence of complexes 
such as Sn(Cl); does not necessarily disprove an e.lectrostatic 
interaction, f6r attr~ction between ~ipoles., either pe~manent · 
or induced 9 could ace o'lint for interaction oetween two negatively 
charged or neutral species. Such complexes a~ the far.ric or · · 
alnminum{ III) fluo:r·lues are partially explained on such grounds» 
but more general comparisons to experiment have reduced the 
classical electrostatic attraction theory to obsolescence, 

:although it is no doubt true that electrostat ic··s plays some 
role in the st.ability of complexes. No .Bjerruml6 has calculated 
the electrostatic effect between ions considered as spheres on 
the ratio o·r kn to kn=l as g 

"k .. 
log n 

k n=l 

(9) 
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'2. where ~ n n=l :: _e_ 8 _the simple coulombic interaction between 
1 ' vr . 
two ch~rged part1cleso The expression for electrostatic 
attraction has been further extended by othersl7, but the 
resul~s ~re largely empirical and are therefore considered 
inadequateo 

N .: BjerTum also developed the statistical effect on the
ratios of tne two con-stants o If N is the maximum value of n 
for the complex MAnJ> and assuming that the N positions are 
uniform. with respect to-·energy:;, the probability .that MA,., splits 
off an A is. proportional to n, and the probability thal1 it 
takes up an A is proportional to N-n. The N consecutive con~ 
st en,t. s ·are there.~ ore proportional to 
k.~~ N-1,~~ ••• , N-n.g,l, N-n, ••• , 2, 1, and 
1: -r -n- n+I .N-I N 

k . :: (N -'n .o-1 ){ n.-t·l) 
kn:<; (N-nrCnT-

( 10} 

Bjerrum extends this treatment to include non-uniform bonding. 
For a di-hydroge~ acid_,_ with· the two hydr.ogens bound with differ
ent strengths,~ :::. (q-1)2 j) where q is how ma.ny .times more 

readily orie rath~r thanqthe other ~cid hydrogeh ·is ~plft. offo 

The simple st. at 1st leal treatment is valuable in that a 
clue is given to the uniformity of the bondingo For the 
cupric arnmines, (Cu(NH3 )I~ 9 n ~ 1,2,3~4, and 5), the first. 
four k 's e.re in the ratios of approximately 4, 3/2, 1, 2/3.~~ 

. 1/4, tRus indicating that the first four ammonia molecules 
are similarly bo.und to the cupric ion, but the fi.fth complexed 
ammoni.a is apparently-much more weakly bonded. 

Since the magnitudes of' k can be completely explained by 
neither electrostatic nor stat~stical grounds, or a combination 
thereof.~~ Bjerrum then tul~ns to what he calls the ligand effect, 
the mutual influence of the ligands taken up and the influence 
on the forces binding the ligands to the central groupo A com
bination of statistical.!> electrostatic, and ligand deliberations 
still proved 1msatisfactory to account for the magnitudes of 
kn• 

It has been stated p~eviously that the M-A'bond is strictly 
chemical in nature. A quantitative investigation of the nature 
of bonding is quite outside the realm of·this paper, but it 
may be sai.d, with more or less exactness, that·the presence 
of electrons in orbitals mutually compatible to the juxtaposition 
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of M and A'results in a MA combination which has previously 
been termed a complexo The mutual compatibility is obviously 
the key to chemical bonding, but it is equally obvious that. the 
words are descriptive only, and give no insight into the actual 
nature of. the bondo · 

Proceeding» however, from such a description 9 the tenden~y 
towards complex fo~mation must be some function of the electron 
structure of M and A; The Abegg-Bodlander rtilel8 states that 
the rel~tive electr6negativities.of MandA are of primary 
importan~e in discussing the stability of the MA complexing~ 
and the tendency to complex must as a whole increase with 
increasing electro=affinity of the metal ion. This rule 
applies in comparing cadmium and mercuric ions, but does no~ 
account for the observed stabilities of complexes of metals in 
the zinc and copper groupso Another a priori rule• that the 
tendency towards complex formation decreases ·with increasing 
the size of the central metal ion~ combines electrost-atic and 
electroneg~tivity influences and prophesies the complexes of 
the Zn and Cu groups but fails in some other cases. 

. . 

The. Abegg-Bodlander rule indicates tha,t there is at least 
a partial electron displacement from ligand to metal~. and " · 
although the rule is not completely sat lsfact ory .~~ it is reason
able to pursue· such a line of thought to conclusion~ Since · 
the tran~ition metals·and ele~ents such as Aland Si display 
consid~rable complexing, it is not unlikely that vacant~ low~ 
energy ·orbitals are necessary for complexingo Also, since the 
ligand invariably has a free, or reasonably free~ pair of· 
electrons., it is not--immoderate to assume 9 as Sidwick does, 
that the MA bond is a coordinate=covalent :type, where the 
ligand contributes both electrons to the bond. This view is 
sUpported, for example~ by the stabilities of the cobalt(II) 
and (III) hexammines (See Pauling, reference 9» p. 96)o It .. 
is logical, therAfore, to postulat~ that the stability of a 
MA complex per given metal ion M is indicated·by the avail
ab~lity of a pair of electrons 9 Lewis basicity, of the li-g·anq 
A~ _If M is varied with a given A, the stability is correlated 
with the potential availability of a vacant 9 low-energy··· 
orbital, Lewis acidity_, of M (or MAn).- It is evident that this 
hypothes~s is consistent with end includes the rules of the · 
previous paragraph o 

The first postulate qualitatively explains the slight 
complexing·teridencies of _iohs sue~ as NO~_, soz~ and partiou
larly. Cl04.~t .for they are comparatively saturafed and contain 
relatively firmly bonded electrons which are 'not available 
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for sharing to a metal ion. Cyanide ion, however, is quite 
unsaturated, and forms very stable complexes~ per Fe(CN): and 
Ni(CN)4, while POi-is partially saturated and forms only6 
moderately .stable complexes in comparison. 

These comments are consistent with respect to metal ions, 
but a viewpoint may be taken where the anions which display 
little complexing ability with metal ions do so mainly beca.use 
they are themselves complexed to saturation with water moleculeso 
This attitude is consistent wit;h a probable tendency for the 
saturated oxy-anions to form hydrogen bonds with water and is 
substantiated by a reported tetra-aquo perchlorate c'omplexol~ 
However, from the standpoint of the metal ion.9 perchloratA is 
non~complexinge 

The second postulate~ the potential availability of a 
vacant~ low-energy orbital of MJ is difficult to verify even 
qualitatively due to the lack of data~ LuL the k1 ua of the zinc 
and cadmium ammiz;es may be ·compared o The electronic structure 

·of the zinc ion 1s o c .,3s23p63dl0 and that of the cadmium ion 
is "a .. 3dl04s24p64dl0 o The complexing of an ammonia molecule 
would require placing the.unshared pair of electrons of the 
ammonia into a vacant orbital of MII" probably an s or:bital 
for both metal ionso· Since the filled 5s orbital is ot lower 
energy than the filled 4s orbital, the 5s orbital complex 
should be the more stable. The observed stabilities conform 
to such conclusions. The relative stabilities of these 
ammines cannot be explained by electrostatic attraction» for. 
if the brystal radii (Znli ~·oo74i» caii: 0.97°) {See Pauling, 
referenrie 9~ p.346) ~re indicative of the actuaf mean radii of 
the ions 'in aqueous solution, and this will be shown later .to 
be truer the surface che.rge density of .Cdii is less than that 
for zni and therefore should be less liable to induce an · 
interact·ion with the dipolar ammonia molecule,. 

. . 

To accept the previous paragraph at face value would 
indeed ,be a paragon of naiveness · for several reas0ns o First, 
cadmium ion apparently coordinates t~ix ammonia molecules.and 
zinc ion only coordinates four20, whereas--equal maximum 
coordination should be observedo If steric hinderance alone 
prevents zinc from complexing more than four ammonia molecules 1 

the above deliberations are insufficiento Second~ the metal 
ions are very probably coordinate6 to water molecules 9 and it 
would be more proper to consider the energy difference between 
the aquo and ammine complexes, rather than between the metal 
ions alone and the ammine complexes0 Third, solvation energies 
cannot be ignoredo And fourth 9 the propriety of speaking of 
orbitals as such is 9 ipso factojl questionableo An investigation 
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of the relation of available orbitals to stability of the com
plex has been pursued by Pauling9, and qualitative answers 
have resuUed. A:complete description·of the eriergetics of.the 
system offers· insight into the problem, for systems tend to 
decreas~ in en~rgy, but th!s description is attainable at the 
present time only by quantum mechanics and requires .m~th~mat leal 
tools which have not yet been devised o · 

In general, the various theories which have been outlined 
are attempts·to approximate a complete energetic treatment of 
the system, but wnile they appear in some instances to predict 
the ~orrect stabilities, as often es not the pr~dications are. 
incorrect o Combinations of theories give predictions more 
6ften c~rrect, but a general theory of stability re~ains to be 
conceived. · · 

Meanwhile, certain empirical rules have been fo"rmul,atedo 
One rule which appears to be quite useful is: the .highe~ .. · 
OJC.idetion .states of ~etal ions form the strong~r complexes. 
This is probably due to the· greater charge and· greater avail
ability of orbitals iii the higher oxidation state. A pure·ly 
empiri,cal rule ·fqr stabilities \1\las formulated by Sidgwick2l, . 
who observed that· if the· ligands can be· considered ·as uniformly 
bound to .the central ion, phen values of the expression · 

N log k ~ log 55 
z 

( li) 

for eN-' NH3~ ano pyr·idine as ligands are' approximatel,Y ih' 
the r~tio of l.?gl:Oo6 respective],.y. The qna.ntity k .'in 
equat1on (11) 1s the:mean· of kn, thus k = Vk1k2 •• okN, 
and z is the char.acteristic maximum coorctinatio.ri number 6f 
the metal ion. The term log 55 arises ·from the separat·i.on 
of·the water·ac~ivity fa~tor from kn. This m~thod. c~n be 
utilized to est1ma_te equ1llbrium cm1stants wh1ch have not· 
b6en·weasured or Qre difficult to determine. 

:1'IETAL COMPLEXES AND 'rHERMODYNAMTCS . ·- . 

·Attempt~. to explain the tendencies of metal ions toward 
complexi-ng proved generally unproductive from the microsc·opic 
viewpoint an4 finally appeared to be futile, expecially in 
view of the interaction pf the ions with th~ envi~onmehto-
It is now prc;>posed that the macroscopic, or thermodynamic 9 

viewpoint be investigated, for thermodynamics offers several 
conceptual,· extensive quantities which may then be identified 
to the average microscopic phyE!ical situation o '· 
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Thermodynamics concerns itself with differences in 
properties, thus, the diffe~ence in properties of the system 
(MAn)a e.ndthe·originalsystem(MA ) andA. one.· 
prop~rgy ~ the ability to dow ork ( oBfi.~raShan pr~~sure~volume 
work)~ should certainly differ between the two systems~ f.or · 
the Qhemical energies$ defined as the ability to .. do adiabatic, 
work~ of the two systems differ~· and likewise the hydrations 
'of the two systems differ, since hydration expends energy and 
therefore does·worke The·extensive thermodynamic qu.antity 
free energy 9 F~ has been correlated to the available' work in 
a chemical. change (.isothermally. at constant pressure) .in a 
~yRtem~ and the.decrease in free energy of the system is 
equal to t~e work available in that changer 

1\F' = -w ( 12) 

If tba change in free ~nergy between two given states is· 
negative~ the process towards the state having lower free 
energy content proceeds spontaneously, although nothing can 
be. said about the rate of the process o For an equilibrium 
system, l.he· concept of free energy is particularly useful in 
that it can be precisely determined by the"activ1t1es uf the 
reaCtants arid products~ qombined with a knowledge of the 
activltie's of the species when equilibrium is established .. 

·If lt is desired that the pr.odu·ct 9 MAn, be formed at 
unit activity from reactants, ~An-1 and A; lnitial~y at unit 
activity, the change in free energy is given by 

=A F 0 ::: RTlnk 
. ~ n (13} 

Where F 0 is the· standard fz~ee energy change at. temperatura '!' 
of the replacement of a w~ter molecule by a ligand molecule •. 

Free energies are measureable by several different methods, 
and a. determination of AF0 ·thus evaluates the magnitude of. kn. 
The additivity of free· energies of reactions ~and therefore 
the additivity of the reactions) considerably enhances one's 
ability to determine kno Finally, a free energy change is_ 
related to other thermodynamic changes which can be corresponded~ 
mor~ or less directly, to the microscopic viewpointo For an 
isothermal 9 constE~nt pressure process~ 

e:.,FO 0 T• ~0 ( 14} .. AH . 

6F
0 = ~Eo ... P• ~vo - T• .6S 0 (15) 

-. -. 
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A change in free energy· therefore is composed of a change 
in energy, volume, and entropy. Energy signifies the total 
ability to do adiabatic work$ and includes translational, 
rotational~ and vibrational energies.6f.the molecules~ any. 
energy of the molecules due to their position in a force field, 
such as gravitation, and the energies of the electrons ~nd 
nuclei themselves, per the Einstein equation. Since most of 
these quan~ities do not change appreciably during a chemical 
reaction, AE is largely concerned with changes in chemical 
energies due to the breaking of a bond or its formation. 

The P• AV term usually proves to be neglible, and there
fore is of little interest to us, but the change in entropy· 
in a chemical reaction is of prime importance. Spontaneous 
processes which are accompanied by an· increase in entropy 
likewise show an increased randomness, or disorder, and tbe· 
association of the entropy of a system with its degree of 
disorder was completed by means of statistical mechanics. 
Thus, increasing the disorder of a system also increases its 
intropy, and vice versa; and the dispersion of the solute in 
a solution increases the entropy of the system originally 
composed of the two separate phases. Hydration also influ
ences .the e'ntropy change, and therefore AF 0 and kn of a- system, 
_for the ordering of the water molecules around ions give~ an 
aqueous solution less entropy than it would have had if, the 
order were not present 9 and the formation of MAn from MAn-l 
and A will include a change in th~ hydration characteristics 
and therefore an entropy change. 

I_t is .evident that the magnitude of kn of an equilibrium 
system is influenced not only by energy changes, which 
includes the chemical bonding and electrostatic interaction 
with the environment, but also by the entropy change» which 
is independent of energy considerations and was previously 
unnoticedo The c.hemioal bond. energy changes have been dis
cusse.d.~~ but the·ir precise relationship to kn were not then 
apparent.· , It was observed that the science of these changes 
were largely empirical and would probably remain &S sucho 
The ion-environment interact ion, however:; has proved more 
amenable to study. An absolute method for determining ionic 
entropies was devised by Latimer and co-workers .22 The free 
energy of the ion-environment interaction can be obtained by 
subtracting from the free energy of the ion in solution the 
free energy of the gaseous ion. Utilizing various thermo
chemical data and the Sackur equation for gaseous ion entropies, 
the h~at_of ion-environment interaction can be obt~ined, and 
therefore the entropy of interaction can be calculated. The 
entropies of hydration were calculated for the alkali metal 
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ions and for the halide ions •. All entropies pro~ed to be . 
negative, and such would be expected from the increased ordering· 

· in the reaction MfgrMJ:aa\ o The values steadily increased 
towards zero with rncre~srng radius of the ion, and such a 
trend would again be expected since.a larger radius signifies 
a lesser surface charge de.nsity and a lesser aptitude for 
inducing orderQ 

If a tpeory were now developed which would relate the 
probable ordering of water molecules around metal ions as a 
function of the ionic radius, a means would be presented for. 
evaluating the average physical situation. in the neighborhood 
of metal ions. Such Calculations were performed for water iri. 
jce by P~uling (See reference 9, p.77). Proceeding from this 
base point, entropies or tlie ion-atmo:.::Jphere could be Clil.J.Anlated"' 
and the actual average physical system could begin to be 
elucidated on a microscopic scaleo 

One step in this direction has already been takene The 
free energy of solution was calculated by Born,23 considering 
ions as charged spheres~ to be given by 

l:I.Fhydr. = Ne-
2 

( 1 - i) ( 16) 
~ D 

where r is the actual radius of the ion in the aqueous solution 
and D tRe dielectric of the solvent, in this case water. 
Latimer obtained· close agre·ement between experimental data .and 
{16), if for r~ 0.85~ wete added to.the cry~tal radii of 
positive ions and l.~Of added to those for anions. Since re 
is closely related to tne distance from the center of the ion 
to the pole of the nea:r•e st water· molecule, lnd icR.t ions are 
that the ion is located in a hole in the water. This model 
is closely similar t"O.the cage model for solutions. Equation 
(16) has been extended by Yatsimirskii,24 who obtained ionic 
entropy values slightly higher than those of Latimer.· · It is 
interesting to note that Latimer25 origlnally·used (16).as a 
:measure of the chemical energy of ·hydration arid concluded that 
the radii of ions in aqueous solution are identical with 
crystal radii-.. Another interesting feature of this problem 
is that the chemical energy of hydration often cannot be · 
approximated by tbe. heat of hydration~ or» in other words, 
electro-compression work is sometimes appl·eciable in me.gnitude.a5 

It is now proposed that a return to the quantity k be 
made, for although the-existence of aqueous complex species 
.have been recognized for some time, quantitative estimations of 
the proportions of the species have often been erroneous, due 
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to confusion abo'\].t ionic strepgth and the. numbers of complexed 
ligands o In fact~ only recently has any Ja rge amount .of 
attention been given to·the values of kn rather than the gross 
equilibrium constant kN.9 or k1k2 o o .. kN. This earlier attitude 
tends to ignore the quantities of lesser comple~ed species.!> 
although it is mechanistically- impossible for MA to exist 
without some amount of le·sser complexed species ~res~nt at 
least momentarily.. From a .thermodynamic point of ·view 9 . the 
relative proport-ions of the complexes are merely functions of 
their- free energy content, and if. only one· species is :·present 
in la:rge amounts in the solution.~> this ohly means that its 
free energy .content. is much less than that of other complex 
specieso ·similarly.~> thermodynamics immediately- implies . · 
equil.ibrium.s> and the existence of MAN implies an equilibrium: 
of MAN with MAN=l and A; although the concentrations of the_ 
latter may be small compared to·MA:No The ques.tion is there~ 
fore one of de.gree of stability 9 or-relative magnitudes in 
free energy content .. 

_Exact determinations of the magnitudes-of kri would there~· 
fore .·increase one us knowledge of aque·ous chemistry.. Also.P 
this determination should facilitate a theoretical tre:atment of 
the problem 9 for any empirical observation can be explained 9 
with more or less propriety9 on theoretical or judicious 
grounds .. 

It is immediately evident that gross analytical methods 
which disturb the equilibrium are useless to determine kJo 

-
Parh~ps the most.versatile method of measuring kJ without 

perturbing the system is the indirect ther.modynamic technique 
which utilizes "the free energy relation to the .equilibrium 
constant 9 and the most accurate way to measure this free energy 
change is by its relation to the equilibrium potential of a 
reversible .. electromotive cell: 

= f),F : nF uE (17) 

where E is ·the potential of a reversible cell.!> F~ is ·Faradayv s 
c·onstant, and n is here the number of electrons_ exchanged in_ 
the isobaric 9 isothermal electrode process Q 
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DETERMINATION OF STANNOUS CHLORIDE 
.. . - . 
EQUILIB~~UM_CO~~TANTS 

Introduction 

Consi~er two half cells ei~~-~bfu~6~eci·bf a metal electrode 
M0 immersed in a solution one containing the metal ion M and· 
the other complex MAno If these two half cells were opposed 9 
the electrical energy produced by the passage of one faraday 
is F'E, and would.depend on the states of the met~l ion in 
the two solutionso The sol,lrces or· free energy change, thus E, 
are three in number. Firs.t, if the metal or the metal amalgam 
electrodes are at different activ~ties, the.tranifer of a 
quantity of_Mo from one activity _to inoth~r results in a free 
enArgy changeo Second, if the metals.or their amalgams are 
at equal activity, but the aqueous actlvl~les of M differ, a 
similar transfer li~ewise results in a f~se energy change. 

·.And third 9 the junction between the two aqueous solutions 
often results in an appreciable AF, and therefore E, or liquid 
junction potential. Ignoring the third source ·of AF for· the· 
present; if both metal ~lectrode i~tivities ~re the.same, 
the potential of a concehtration cell containing different 
a:~..r' s is given by the Nernst equation as: 

:E = ~ RT ln aM ii 
:: 'EF - a:Mr . 

(18) 

where aMI is .the aet ivit y of M in half cell 1 9 - aMrr that in 
half cell II, and t:tre sign readily deduced from the. greater 
tendency of the more active solution to plate···out M0 , for, in 
accordance with convention, it will give the more positive 
electrode o 

Equation {lS)·precisely relates the activities of Min 
th~ two half cells~ and if measu~es are tak~n to ensure equal 
ionic. strengths for the half cells 9 the equation: will reiate 
the disparity in metal ion activity which can be att;ributed to. 
complexing. 

'I'he ste."nnous chloride complexes e.nd their m'l,l,tual equili
briums prove to be a system to which equation {18) is applicableo 
An exact determination· of the concentration constants of the 
species would prove useful,~~ for stannous ion is a favorite mild 
reducing agent and often a knowledge of the nature of the species 
in a chloride solution would prove valuable. This knowledge 
.would also be useful in. a study of the chloride corrosion of 
metallic tino ' 
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Review of literature 

The stabilities of the starinou·s chloride c.oniplexes were 
original~y determined by Prytz27 as follows: 

snii o8- cl- - SnCl I, kl - 32 - -
sric1r.,. Cl- - SnC12 , k2 :: 5o5 -

( 19} 
. SnC12 .e. Cl - SnC13~ k3 = 0.6 -
sx:c1; t. Cl- :: SnC+~, ~4 = .·.o.3. 

His procedure consisted of the measurement of the potential of 
a half cell composed of an un•malga~ated tin electrode in ~ 
solution contbining starinous.~nd .chloride ions~ ~rom ~he 
observed potential of the cell, its E 0 (unit activities)~ and· 
the stannous and chloride activities~ calculated by the.Debye
Hftckel equations, the four con~tants were evaluated. 

. . . . 
This work is of questionable value because of the very 

probable yar.+ation in free energy of the. surface of the metal 
electrode due to.the presence of.physical strains and. because 
of the use of the Debye-Huckel theory for solutions of ioni·c 
strength far above that for which the theory was originally 
derived and has been f~?uild to be ·applicable.- Also,· the standar·d 
electrode potential of the sno-snii couple is difficult to 
determine exactly, and Prytz did not take hydrolysis of tin(II) 
into account~. · ..... · 

A later re'ference28 conti'ibuted only a qualitative state_, 
ment ·to tne e·ffect -tnat stannous ion complexes with chloride 
ion. · · -

Th~ st·abil:ity of a mono-hydroxyl complex of tin( II~ wa.s · 
measured by Gorman :29· . · 

(20) 

The nature of the complex species of tin(II) is therefore a 
function of the acid strength of the solution even if com.
plexing anions were absenta 
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Theory 

It has been noticed that the e.m.f. of a concentration 
cell may be a measure of the qhange in ac~ivity of a_.metal 
ion which can be attributed to complexing, ··if equal ionic 
strengths are maintained in both half cells. The slight 
tendency of perchlorate ion towards complexing has already 
been mentioned.~~ .ano, :I,n fact, no metal perchlorate complexes 
have been observed~ Smith and Gbetz30 found that. the . 

· potential of the C~ (.J;V) -Ce (III) couple- sharply varied with 
perchloric acid concentration, but thi~ variation is more 
reasonably explained b!

1
var1able aquo-complexes rather than 

perchlor~te complexes o . . • . 

This non-complexing of perchlorate ion pr•ov1cles. a meet"ls · 
of maintaining an appreciable constant ionic. -strength witho1,1,t 
fear of complexes being formed, and 1t also off~rs a convenient 
base point for eqtietion (18), for~ .evaluated as a function · 
of the concentration pf pomplexing ligand will be shown to also 
evaluate the magnitudes jof kt\ e . . . ' . . 

If half cell I contains only perchlorate as the anion.~~ 
the activity of M in I is directly proportional (equation(2') 
to· its total formal molar concentration.~~ TM, or 

B 11,f • f .. T 
~·! M M 

( 21) 

But; if half cell II contains a. complexing lig.and A~ together· 
wtth sufficient perchlorate to give both solutions equal ionic 
strength, complexing will occur.~~ and the actual ectivity·of 
M will vary w~th the amount of ·A present iii the solution.il 
although its activity coefficient, solely· a function of the 
total amount ·of ions present, will remain identical with that' 
in cell I Q If TM. is ·equal in both half cells.~~ then 

TM = TM :: OOtotal = (M) ~ (MA) + ... o ~ (MAn) \'>· ~·. o 

· · ::J: · IT (" " ( " . . . ,, '' ~ ,MAN I 22:, 
.. -' ,, 

If· the .unc omplexed ligand concentret ion.~~ · (A), is much. greater 
then the concentration of ligand which is present in the complex 
.'3p~clen 8 then 

.( 2:3) 
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Since, 
(24) 

:'I 

an evalu~tion of (M) 11 as a function of TA gives 

{25) 

The substl.tut.ion of (21) and {25) in (1$) allows a cancel
lation of ~ctivity coefficients and 

. 
exp ·[(~.Jl. = E :. 1 ~ k'T + U.t'~ ~.A. 

0 • • t k' •••. k!_TN 
1. · · -~.A 

. . 

An empiric·al determination of the curve obtai,ped from a plot 
of equation (26) allows an estimation of k' for that par~icular 
ionic str.ength o n 

Th,e · proolem of liquid junction pot~ntialsj) long .a tP,orn 
to elect~och~mists, will now be -discussed, and ~ ratione.~i~a
tion presented for the omission of this potential from {26). 
Since th~ cell under consideration con~ists Of t~o solutions 
-of· different c.concentrat ions, a direct jOining of the two . 
solutions. WO').J.ld produce an electrolyte-elect'rolyte boundary 
or junction 6f variable thickriess. Across. su6h. ~ junctiori 
there· is. a diffusion of electrolytes from t:Pe solution of· 
higher· concentration to that of lower· concentration, and:· ... · 
since different· ions have different mobilities a steady state 
is finally reac:Ped in which solutions· will .be.come opposit~ly 
charged and a p'otential results o The magnitude of tpis 
junction pot~ntial is accordingly a functi6n of the iori1Q 
mobilit:i.e8 and co.nnot be nleasur•ed directly, although it haf;l 
been theoretically calculated for a uni-uriivalent salt by · 
Henderson,32 and for the more general case by Qummingso33 
Attempts have been made to eliminate the junction potential 
by ~s~ of sa~urated KCl or NH 4N03 salt bridges, for·_ the 
mob1l1ties of the cation and anion of these salts are almost 
equai, ·~nd ~~e j~nctfon p6tential is theref6re reduced to ~· 
few millivolts which ·is usually neglected. 

For a concentration cell containing equal concentrations 
of all ions in both half cells, diffusions are equal in both 
cells and ·no overall junction pote.nt ial results o A comrn.endab le 
virtue of .. the. experimental method previously. outlined is that 

·i·. 
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perchlorate ions are essentially uniformly replaced by ligands, 
and if the ligand has approximately the same mobility as per
chlorate ion, the diffusional characteristics of the two c~ll~· 
r~main almo~t the same. Ahy· junction potential ~hich remains 
after using the salt bridge may be considered as negligible G 

Four inherent limitations qualify use of the experimental 
techni"que as outlined. First, M must participate in a revers
ible electrode process; second, N~ the maximum number of com
plexed ligands; must not be too large or the mathematical 
form of (26} becomes too non-unique t"o allow an accurate deter
mination of k' for large n; third, the magnitudes of k' must be 
ne1.ther too lirge nor too small; and fourth, .since iori¥c 
strength is usually maintai_ned at a high value, unl~ao the 
act j_vity coefficients of' the species are independently known, 
the thermodynamic constants kQ. cannot be determined. Another 
semi-limitation exists: if N 1s not previously known, the 
polynom:i.al natUI'e uf (2G} limits. its -\,1sefulness to determine 
N if it is greater than three since cubic and quartic· poly~, 
nomia_ls .are not sufficiently dissimilar in their· lower ranges 
~o. allqw a distinction between them by an experimental curve. 

Experimental 

The 'poten.tial of a ·conce·nfration cell compos~d or· two· 
sno-snii ·:half cells was measured. The tota"J_ concentration. of 
t1n(II)j Tsnit, w~s i~entical in both h~lf cells, but bne hair 
cell, I, contained only perchlorate and varying concentrations 
of c·hloride i·on. Since hydroxyl complexes of stannous tin· 
exist,.' a constant hydrogen ion concentration was maintained . 
e.nd was equal in both half cells·. A-' constaJlt ion·ic strength 
was also maintained.· The electrodes- were tin amalgam of equal 
tin concentration. Thus, the system under consideration is: · 

o· ~ 

Sn(. "_, 
Hg, 

' . 
The only source of potential is: 

E : ~. 0.0128 ln 

. 0 
Sn . 

(H~} 

(27) 
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since the tin activities are equal in both amaigams and 
junction potentials .are assumed elimit?-ated by a NH4N03 salt 
bridge~ 

The assumption of elimination of junction potentials 
follows from· a comparison of the limiting·conductances of · 
perchlorate and chloride ions, A· :: 68o0, 76.3, respect-ively, 
and~ for comparison,· Ao(KI) = 7p~5o34 Since the limiting 
conductance of -an ion can.be related to its mobility, it may 
be inferred that the replacing of perchlorate··by chloride does 
not produce an appreciable junction potential, especially 
when a salt bridge . is used~ ·. · 

Since the stannous concentration was initially only 
Oo005M and decreased with increasing chloride concentration 
because of dilution~ the assumption that the fr~e chloride 
concentration is identical with the total$ or formal~ chloride 
concentratiqn is well foundedo Such species· as S~{Cl)g3 and ' 

. Sn(Cl)64 are not ·included in this treatment since there is no 
·evidence for their exist~nceo Since a considerable acid 
concentration is maintained in the cells, the concentration 
of the hydroxylated stannous species can be calculated to be 

'negligible •. Therefore., from equation (26)~ 

exp ('"". E· . \:: E = 1' ~ .ATcl- + BT§l- .+ cTgl_ + DTF,l~ {28) 
Oo0128j -

where. 
A :: kY 

1 
B = k 9 k' 

1 2 .. 
c = k'k'k~ (29) 1 2 3 
D = kDklkVkV 

1 2' 3 4 
- . 

Reagent ~rade chemicals were u~ed in this experiment~· 
Sodium perchlorate was m~de by the neutralization of HC104 with NaOH e 

The Sn(Cl04) 2 was standarized against Ce(Cl04) 4 , whiqh 
was.previously.standardized by ferrous ammonlum sulfateo Any 
original stannic tin impurities in the stannous perchlorate 
were assumed to have a negligible effect since the stannous 
concentrations were small. The acids were standardized 
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against weighed Na2C03~ and the Nf:!!Cl solution prepared from 
weighed NaCl which had been driedo 

The acids were adjusted to equal concentrations, and 
similarly for the salt solutions o The amalgam was made by· 
dissolving approximately one gram of tin in 100 ml. of mercury. 
The activity of the tin in the amalgam, being equal in both 
half cells, is immaterial for our purposes. 

Equal volumes of a soiution ·in which (HI) = 2.00 and 
(snii} ::: 0.005 with/'..= 2.03 were added to the half cells and 
the potential of the system measured. In every case the . 
original potential was within 0.3 millivolts of the correct 
potential of zero. Then ~cids, salts, and_ wat~r were added 
to the cells~ pe~chlorates in one cell and perchlorates and 
chlorides -~n the other~ _in the ap~ropriate quantities as· 
determined by the desired chloride concentration and the 
constraints of constant (HI) and ionic strength. The required 
equality in concentration of the stock acid and salt ·solutions 
and initial electrode solution enabled constant (HI)~· )J.. ~ and 
Tgnii. to be ·maintained ~n both cells while {Cl-) .was c~ange_d 
in cell II. This· dilut~on lowered the ·total stannous concen
trations in both cells from their original values, but at any 
time the total volumes in the cells were equal~ and therefore 
the total tin(II) concentrations were identical. This proced
ure required that the partial molar volumes of the two acids, 
and likewise the two salts~ be equal, and within the limits 
of this experiment the condition can be assumed satisfied. 

The facility of the experimental method follows from the 
equalities in concentrations indicated above. The mathematics 
of the dilution are easily developed and therefore will only 
be briefly indicated. Choosing a desired increment in chloride 
concentration, a series of equations may be set up according· 
to the required constraints of constant (HI)~ con~tant ionic 
strength~ chloride concentration~ and volume additivity. These 
equations are homogeneous in the·first order. Since all veri-. 
ables, the volumes of acid, salt, and water, do not occur in 
all equations, they may be solved for with no great difficulty. 

_ A salt bridge made of a three per cent agar solution 
saturated with ammonium nitrate .was used. ·with a saturated 
KCl bridge~ a potential drift was oln:Jerved, for some chloride 
neces~arily diffuses into the body of solution. The lack of 
drift, with the ammonium nitrate bridge allowed the elimination 
from consideration of stannous nitrate complexes. 
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An inert atmosphere of nitrogen was maintaine-d ·throughout 
the cell system to prevent air oxidation of the stannous tin. 
Fresh solutions of stannous perchlorate-were prepared each dayo 
All potentiometric measurements were made with a Leeds anq 
Northrup Student Type Potentiomet~r. Precision ~as i~int~ined 
to± 0.4 mvo Temperature was h~ld constant to 25.0 ·- O.l°C •. 

Results and Discussion 

The results of this ex:r:;eriment are given in Table 2. 
Values .for E ara the average of three determinationso ·The· 
data in Table 1 were plotted, Figure 1, and the best curve was 
drawn through the experimental_points. Figure 1 corresponds 
to equation (28), and the tolerances indicate the effect of 
the prob~bTe error in E. 

Due to the unwie~diness of a fourth order determinant, 
A,· or ki, is best found by taking the limiting slope of the 
curve at Tel.":' = 0 by the plane sur-face mirror method. With· A 
known, three values for [with their corresponding T,., 1 - values 
were taken, and· solution of the resulting tl:lird · ord~fl deter
minant for .. B·, C !J and D enabled. evaluation of k t , k' , and k 1 

from ( 29) •. A direct solution of" the fourth oraer ~etermin~nt 
was found to . .offer fewer significant figures in kY. The . 
following value's for the equilibrium constants weBe obtained 
at J." = 2.03: 

/ kV g: 11.3 ~ Oo2 
1 

kU = 5ol + 0.2 
2 {30) 

k~ 0.24 
.. 

. 0.005 
3 

kV - 1.0 + Oo4 -4 

The increasing probable err.or in ( 30)' resulted from the 
polynomial· character of T(a- ·in. ( 28, and the exponential 
nature of E,, although the precision of E was maintained _ 
throughout. These probable errors were c·alcul'ated from the 
probable error in kf together with v~lues from best· curves 
drawn through the extremities of the toleranceso The values 
of kA in (30) generally c·orrespond to· tho_se of Prytz fo_r)4 = 0 
when allowance is made for trends in activity coefficientsp 
but it is believed that k~ in (30) was the more accurately 
determinedo 
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Table 1.. E as a function of Tc 1 - .• 
.: . 

(sniT) initial .11l! o.qo5 ,. = 2".03. 

(HI) = 2.00 
... 0 

...... - .... - -~ -~ .25.0 - q._~ .c .. 

· .TOl 

o· 0 1 
0.,010 0.0015 1.12 
0.030 0.0043 1.40 
0 .. 050 0.0068 1.69 
Oe080 0.0103 2.23 

0.100 0.0129 2.74 
0.130 0.0156 3·.,38 
0.160 0.0189 4.40 

.. 
0.200 0;0222 5 .. 72 
0.250 0.0262 7.75 

0.300 0 ~0~96 lO~l 
0~350 0.0327 12.9 
0 • .400 0~0356 16 .;1 
o-.450 0 .. 0382 19.9 
0.500 0.0404 24 •. 0 

Q.,550 0.0428 28~3 
0.600 .0~0451 33~8 
0.650 0.0472 39~5 
0.700 0.0492 46 ~5 
0.750 0 .. 0507 53.0 

0.800 0.0528 61.3 
0.850 . ' .... O.,P54G .. . - ..... ' . 68 •. 0 .. 
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The relative proportions of species· ln an acidic 

stannous chloride solution of _r..·::. 2o03 can be.calculated by 
the following equations.~~ assuming {Cl-) :: Tc1= ~ 

{snii) :::: Tsnii 
1 + kl Tcr·· . .o. .. o ~ .. 0 ~ ki~2k3k4:r'cl-

( SnCl I} :: ( snil.) ., Ten~ 0 kV 
1 

{SnC12 ) {~ni~) 2 k9k9 0 Tel"" 0 

1 2: (31) 
(SnClg) "" (~nii) 

3. 
k'k 9 k9 ... 9 Tel- 0 

1 n 3 'f 

(Sncl=l :: ( snii) 0 T4 
" 

kVk9kikV 
4 Cl- 1 2 3 4 

These proportions are shown in Figure 2o 

Summary 

. A general method ~as outlined for e~aluating conce~~ 
trat i mi equ.ilibrium constants of complex· ions when the ·parent 
positive ion participate~ in a rever~lble ~loot~oda re~ctinn. 

· This method was utilized to determine the equilibriUm con
stants of the stannous chloride species at an ionic ·strength 
of 2 o03 0 

METAL COMPLEXES AND KINETICS 

Up to this poiny our at tent lon has been ·tharmodyn:~m
ically focused upon equilibrium systems composed ··of aqueous 
metal complexes and their productso Since thermodynamics is· 
con6erned only with n~t changes in p~ope~ties between states.~~ 
it can say nothing abbut the mechanisms of sudh changes., 
It is now proposed that the mechahist ic·s ox• kinetic's of these 
changes when applied to aqueous metal ions and their complexes 
be investig~ted.. · · 

\ 
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. (SnCI 2). 
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o~~~~~~~~~==d 
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. . 1rc,- , 

··Fig: ·2::.-Per¥ cent of ionic species in a s't~ous chloride 
solution, assuming exce.ss chloride. Vert,. cal distances 
between curv.es denote per cent of tin(II)' present as the 
indicated species. 7 
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The reactions involved in thermodynamic equilibriums 
between complex species are usually rapid and a relatively 
small free ener~y of acti~ation for the ~eactlon-ls· concltidedo 
Since the entropy of ·activation may contribute. appre-ciably 
to ·the rate if the formation of the act.ivated'complex · 
requires considerable rearrangement ·or energy 9 the chemical 
energy of activation mgy be quite·small but the teactiori will 
still be slow.. Some equilibriums 9 however 9 are only slowly 
establishedo Among these are the "'robust" amniines of cobalt~ 
chromium.il and pl-atinum.. The low value- for-k indicated a 
considerable free energy of activation .. 

The rapidity of the establishlllent of most complex equili
briums have not allowed a study of their kinetics.il but re
actions involving change in oxidation state are'often suffi= 
~1Antly slow so that the mechanism of the reaction·may be 
stuuied o • 

Previous to now we have been concerned only with thermo
dyn9mic and kinetic systems which undergo no gross change in 
OXidation state 5l but it is ObViOlJS that a discussion ·of the 
behavior of metal ions in aqueous solution would be quite -
incomplete if oxidation changes were omitted.. Indeed.il the 
mechanism of electron exchange is-perhaPs the most interesting 
facet of the chemistry -of metal ionso 

I 

Consider-the oxidation~reduction reaction involving an 
exchange of one electron: 

M=m ~ N=n :;;;: M=m-1 + N-n-1 

An electron exchange between the bare 9 colliding".met al 1 ems· 
is conceivable.il but electrostatic repulsion between the ions 
would tend t.o oppose this mechanism.. Although such a poss.i
bility should not be considered refuted 9 it is labeled as 
improbable.. Another poss.ible mechanism is· the "tunneling" 
of an electron through the free' energy' barrier which woulc;l 
exist between the state of the two metal ions in fairly-close 
prox'imity :~ but not colliding.il· .arid a similar j-uXtaposition but 
with the electron transfe-rred to the other metal ion·.. · 

Another mechanism offers itself.il for the tendencies of 
metal ions to complex and thus lower their fr•ee energy 5, 

tenders a variety of possible reactants 9 each of which may 
pursue different reaction paths.. The di.versity of paths due 
to complexing arises from the increased complexity of the 
complex species over a bare metal ion. If a mechanism is 
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observed which involves a complex of one of the met.al ions 
in the activated ~tate together with- t&e other metal ion in 
some form, the problem arises ~s to whether the change in 
oxidation state is actually -'-due to atom transfer and whether 
the name of electron transfer is a misnoinero But the term 
oxidation state was not· designed to be relevant on a micro\'" 
scopic scale, and the question of whether a trivalent metal 
ion complexed to a univalent anion is actually in its tri
valent oxidation state· or in its ·divalent state ·and complexed 
to a neutral atom is quite nebulous·and will hereafter be 
ignored as much as proves· to be feasibleg The convention 
henceforth will be to attribute ·to the atoms of a ·complex 
the oxidation· state which the·y. originally ·had before com
plexing unless evidence proves otherwise. ·This technique 
is the simplest one and is common procedure, but it is . 
admittedly only a bookkeeping deviceo 

MECHANISM Of CU( II) -eN= REACTION 

Introduction 

Studies of the·mechsnism of electron transfer have . 
demonstrated that complexes of ten play a: "Qertinent role in 
the oxidation reaction, e~g.,l) Fe(III)~I~,35 C~(IV)-glycol,36 
Ce(Iv)~cl- 9 37 Fe(III)-so~,38 Mn{III)-Cz~4,39 and numerous · 
others, and a possible generalization: may be stated: co
ordination complexes are invol~ed mechani~tically as inter
mediates in homogeneous ionic oxidation~reduction reactions. 
This hypothesis appears to be particularly applicable to 
reactions inv·olving cationic oxidizing agents and anionic 
reducing agents.· 

A further point of interest in connection with coordina
tion intermediates is any relationship which might.exist · 
between t~e number ·or oxidizable anions in the "compiex and 
the rate of electron transfer. For example,· the complex·· 
Fei~ forms ferrous ion much more rapidly than· does the complex 
Feiii, while Mn(c2 o4 ~I yielqs manganous ion very much.more 
rapidly than does Mn(C204)2o 

·The present work examines the Cu(II}-CN reaction from th,e 
points of view outlined above. This reaction is suitable for 
our purposes since the .oxidizable anion is such a ~trong 
complexing agent that if the react ion were found to not· 
involve ah intermediate complex, the postulate of necessary 
intermediates would have to be discardedo But more important, 
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the numerous cyanide c oniplexes of both Cu( I) and (II) 
indicate that in this·reaction any relationshop betw~en 
the intermediate and its rate of reaction could perhaps be 
recongnized more easily than for other reactions.· 

Review of Literature 

. The experimental pro'cedure required an investigat'ion 
·of the literature pertainin~ to the copper (I) and {II) 
complexes of ammonia and cyanide. 

The existence of stable blue cupric-ammurda complexes 
is w~ll-known, ~:no·e vol':-minoua l~terature :eports_ vario~0 specleB ai! var1ous stab1lities o1 the ~p~c1es. Rechl~r 
and Gauss reported the mai£r constitu~~t bf a.copper (II)
a~onia solution.as Cu(NH~) 4 • Ephrain later reported . 
d1-, tetra~ 9 and pemte.amnnne cupr!3 complexes. Studies w1th 
the glass electrode by J. Bjerrum ·found the species 
Cu(NH3 )II for n equal to 1; 2,·3 9 4 9 and 5, and he reports 
their r~hative stabilit'ies, kV !j) for solutions· one molar in 
ammonium nitrate o .Bjerrum foUnd no evidence for a P..exammine 
complex, even in 14~uid ammo~5a.51 but the hexammine has be~n 
reported b¥6 Kubota and Dey o More recen~·work by Vosburg 
and Cooper found only the di- ·and tetramm.1ne· complexes, 
although their variation te'chnlque is 'insensitive to small 
quantities of complex species. The entire ·concept of ··· 
ch.emical cupric 4~mmine comple·xes has been questioned by · 
various workers who believe the blue c9lor is due to ·· 
physical adsorption of ammonia molecules on colloidal cupric 
hydroxide. The work by Bjerrum was chosen to most. truly 
represent the cupric-ammonia complex system, partly"because 
his experiment~l techniqtie proved to be.the most exacting 
and partly because he supplies values· for the equilibrium 
constants at an ionic strength of one, data which later 
proves useful. 

The literature relating to the- copper cyanide complexes 
is similarly confusipg, but t~e .best ev~~ehce. repo~ts. t~e · 
complex species to b49· cupric with·two .ggct ~our18 grag~dosJ 
and QUprgus with one , two50,51,52, threg ~5 , four , , · 
and five 2 cyanides. A further teference 5 cit~s C~(CN)=· 
as colorless and cu[J;u?{CN)s12 to be violet in. color~ ~1\is 
latter work useu freez1ng po1nt, vapor pressure, and similar 
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methods.. The rapidity of the react ion casts strong doubt 
upon the ability to accurately measure such properties. 

Theory 

Tpe reaction of copper(!!} with cyanide is known to 
prod~ce cyanogen. Postulating that the. reaction pr6ceeds 
through the nec·essary formation of an intermediate complex, 
a gen~ral kinetics equation-~ay be derived. Since coor
dination .. equilibria are usl).ally rapidly established, the 
s],.ow· ~e.~qt iqp is: very likely the disproport ~onat ion· .of the 

.. internied,.iat.e ·complex:: · . . .... ·... . . .. ' . . 
K 

rnA +.nB = AmBn 

AmJ3~products . ( 32) 

... 
· · ·~ J{·= ~dTA. .·= k(AmBn) 

. . . . ... . dt·· 
. where ·T· ··is.: the t.ot al·. concentration of A, eitP.~r ox.idant or 
·reduct a'~~-~ at ti~e t; k. the first order specif.ic rat'e con-· 
·~t:~m~: of the ~is:Proportionat1on, (A B ) the conci:mtration 
9f ·tbe intermediate complex· in equiifH3rium .with A an.d B, 

. oxtdaqt tind reductant' and tb:e coefficients m and p the nillrt
. b~;r. ;of: c6rres.porid.ing at oms. ir( tpe ¢b!f!ple:x 0 tf K- is t .. he .. 

··eq\lfl:1b'l:•':i'um constant of·the equilibrium prior to the slow 
reaQti6n~ th~n . 

.. . , ... · 
. ·. : ~ ...... 

Also:" 
,. ~ '· • ' . t 

... · .. T A - . ( A) + m ( AmB n) 

.(A) + mK(A)m(B)n 

(3·H 

(35) 

···ar}d·: s·~pip,·~r],y fqr .. B. If .m differs from one; the virtue of 
·~he fg~lR~in~.t~e~tment is que~ti~nable, due to tbe complex~ 
}t;y ·.o:(:·~~e r.esu],~ing exp;riessi'ori, b-y.t for m equal to q.ne, 
·equatJop {33.) beqomes :.· · . 

·, . ··:. ... . ·. ~ ... . : ' . . . ' . 

( 3.6) 
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If the react ion is sufficient.ly slow that B may be adm·in-· 
istered in large exce~s and (B) therefore remain essentially 
constant, equation (36) can be integrated directly. 

If excess B is not ~llowed, then the nature of the 
denominator determines the form of further substitution. If 
K(B )n)) 1 ~ R is thus only a fuHct ion of ·T .Land an integration 
may be made at once. If K(B) ~1~ then r~) must be solved .. 
by the same technique as was (A), and the resulting expression, 
though complicatedn must be integrated. It is often true, 
however, that K(B) <<.1~-. a_nd in .. this case (36) becomes 

-H = kK TA(B)n {37) 

If the quantity of B in the complex s~ecies is much·less 
than that in the free ion form, then TB = (B) and, 

n 
-R = .kK TATB- ( 38) 

which contains known quantities and can be integrated directly. 
Equat'ion (38) follows directly from (33) if the quantities 
of both A and B in the complex is negligible. 

· If· more than one intermediate complex, Xi' were dis
proport~onatirig,-then 

{39) 

and the summation can be resolved by the technique indi
cated above. 

The ionic strength of the reacting solution should be 
maintained by ·inert s~lts to a d~gree considerably in excess 
of any contributions attributable to the relevant .ions. In
this case the activity coefficientB of all species will re- · 
main constant. 

Experimental 

Reagent ·grade chemicals were used .. AcidifiE(d cupric 
chloride stock solut~on was standardized through thio~ulfate 
against potassium dichromate with a small quantity of sodium 
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carbonate added, and potassium cyanide was standardized 
~~ainst silver nitrate with the opalescent iodide end point. 
Concentrated ammonia was cooled to 0°C, diluted, stand- . 
ardized against HCl, and thereafter kept in an ice box,_ as 
were all solutioBs·contalnin&r ammonia. Kinetic runs were 
made at 0° ! Oc1 C, maintain~d by a ~ath of melting ice in 
a Dewar flask. 

. Separate Erlenmeyer flasks containing fifty ml of the 
desired copper(II} ammonia solution and a cyanide solution 
of appropriate concentration were cooled to equilibrium in 
the ice bath. Five ml of the cyanide solution were t~~n 
added to th~ rapidly shaken copper solution by means of a 
pipette ~alibrated to give 5.00 ~0.2 ml by blo~ delivery. 
Five ml porti~ns of the reacting solution were removed by 
a similarly calib~ated pipette at known_times and quenched 
in two ml of a solution containing 0.2M zinc nitrate in 
approximately 10M ammonia. Usually ten portions were 
quenched per run. It was shown that the cupric ammine com
:nlexes are stable in the presence of ammonical zinc cyanide 
containing an excess of zinc ion. The optical density at 
600 ~ of the quenched sol-ution was observed and compared 
against an empirical curv~ constructed from the optical 
densities of known copper(II) concentrations under identical 
conditions except for the colorless cuprous complexes. The 
concentration of total cupric copper in the reacting :;Jolu·-. 
tion was thus determined, and the degree of accuracy proved 
satisfactory when compared to ther sour~es or error. Con
centrations of other ions subsequently cited likewise refer 
to the reacting solution. 

The ionic strength of the reacting solution was main
tained at 1.00 with sodium nitrate. The ammonia solut1ons 
werG found to :r·emain sufficiently standard over eighteen 
hours, and the cyanide solutions for even longer periods. 

A separate study was made to determine the cause of· 
the distinct violet color resulting from the addition of 
cyanide to. ammoniated cupric copper. The optical density 
at 615 Il}Ll of the copper-ammonia-cyanide solution was · 
measurea as a function of time, since it proved to be un
stable •. Extrapolation over twenty seconds gave D , the 
extinction at zero time. The above wave length w~s chos~n 
from several fast test spectrums as the approximate maximum 
in the absorption spectrum of the violet species. Ionic 
~trrength was varied. between series of runs. These optical 
measurements were made with a Gary Recording Spectrophoto
meter, Model 12, Serial 15. 
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Results and Discussion 

It~-was noticed that a shift in absorption from ·blue· to 
violet ooourred when cyanide ion:was added to ammonical 
cupric ~elutions. The effect of varying cyanide·ion at con
stant initial total copper(IT}, T8u II ::: 0.00755 9 on D0 at 
615 ~ was determined and found to be linear in total cya
nide, TcN-e Figure 3 displays-this linearitt, together with 
the extinction at infinity~ :p

00
, for comparison. Disregarding 

any ammonia complexed to the copper(II), the relevant equili-
brium is · 

IC = ou.(orni=x 

{cull) (ON_)x 

. ( 40) 

If 'p
8
v l~ the ab-sorption of the cupric~cyanide compiex, 

then D6 :: · u(Cn)_i~.x. /k. The absorption at zero time is the 
sum of D9 and D09 _!1 wl;lere D~ is the absorption whi:ch can be 
attribut&d to ~-~e.: cupric~am..'Tlonia species., _Since D~ :Cu(NH3 )r(k9, 
Tguri is he,ld. constant~ and a large excess· of rurimonia is 
present so that kV is.essentially constant, then 

· P0 = /K - K,\ 
· ·. \K Kj 

0 
(cuii)(cn~)x '()> Tcuii 

kY 
(41) 

The straight line variation of D0 with Tcw- indicates that· : 
x. ::;: 1 and that (Cuii) ~ Tcuii. Thus, ificonsequential amounts 
of -copper( II) and therefore cyanide are stored as cucNI at 
high ammonia concentrations. Since both cupr ic-arnmonia: com
plexes and cupr.i,c-cyanide complexes contribute unknown amounts 
of .absorption to D~p neither k noz.o. K ca_ n be determined from 
this experimento The decrease in slope in Figure 3. with 
increasing· ionic strength is· in accordance with tl';l.e probably 
decrease in K with increasing ionic strength. The rapidity 
of the reaction limited .i,nvestigation of this·problem. The 
literature had ,rreviously reported th.e violet color being · 
caused by- a Cu (9u2(CN)al: species. A kinetic treatment of· 
thA di~sppearance of thre violet color proved inco~clusive. 

Stoichiometriq studies showed that four moles of cyanide 
disappear from the reacting system for ·every mole of copper 
reduced, whert3as only o~e mole of cyanlde is oxidized 9 or 56 2 cuii .of- .8CN'"" .: 2Cu(CN)3 ~ (CN) 2 .~~ in contradiction to work 

.• . 
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showing cyanate ion as product. Cyanogen was found to 
~ydrolyze slowly compared to the rate of the oxidation react
ton, and cyanide as a hydrolysis product therefore does not 
fe-enter into the .kinetics .of the- reaction. . 

The. investigation of the disappearance of total copper 
(II) with time was then undertaken. This change in total 
cupric copper proved not to have a simple first or second 
order dependence upon Tcuii. The rapidity of the reaction 
placed an upper limit upon the initial cyanide concentrations 
so that it could not be considered to remain constant~ while 
the anelytical method placed a practical lower limit on 
initial copper cpncentrations. Figure 4 indicates the course 
of tha reer.tion e,pd also indicates tpe stringent limitations 
pla.eed upon v~:r'~ At_i ons in .initial COI:J!Jtt.L'{ II) and oyanid~;~. 
From these plots~ ~dTcuii was determined Dy the plane surf~r.A 

mirror technique~ Du~~ at zoro times Rnd other timos. The . 
existence of numerous cuprous cyanide complexes and their 
complicating inter-equilibriums pointed to an analysis of 
the zero time rates first. Plots were prepared~ Figure 5~ 
of log (-R 0 ) vs. log~ for constant initial total copper(II), 
T8u:II, 'where R 0 is the initial rate of the reaction and 0( is 
tfle ze~o time rati.o of total cyanide to total copper('II). 
These plots were found to have a slope of four for a variety 
of. ~Ys and the intercepts appropriate to 

'5' 4 
= R0 = A ~cull o o< . C42l. 

A possible initial 

- R0 ::/dTcuii) 
(- .. dt t=o 

(43) 

In view of the stoichiometry and equation {63) 1 :th~ 
fol-lowing mechan~sm is postulated~ with a negligible amount 
of ~opper(IIJ in the cyanide complex: 

"K" . 
. Cu(~3 )~I <3- 4CN-::: .·cu(CN)~ t nNH3 {n- 1 9 2,3.~~.4, and/or 5f{14} 

Cu(CN)~ m Cu(CN}~ t CN° (45) 

·-dT0urr _ 
. dt .. 

k{Cu(CN)~) ( 46) 
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This mechanism can be verified by evaluating the right.hand 
si~e of (46) in terms bf known·quantitie~ an~ then correlating 
the expression-with experiment. 

The prior equilibrium of ( 44) . is-·intended, to be only 
syrnb olic since n "inay be cons ide red as a. parameter .of the oxida
tion"reaction·, fo~ ~s copper(II) dis~ppea~s ft6m the reaction 
n increases.~~ although total ammonia remains constant· ·through
out. To facilitate a mathematical t,re.atment ~ ·this equilibrium 
can be thermodynamically separated into two equilibria:. 

- i ". " . , II Kr .. 
J ' Cu(NH ~ . : .Cull -9- nNH3 . 
i 3 n . 

(47) 

. , Krr 
;.,, II ""' 4~.-N-"' . 'c ,. il '" .... ~- ~ •.,.·, = u \ CN I ~ 

: 4· 

·~corresponding ·to (33) ~·therefore, is the equation which utilizes 
· the second equilibrium, 

- R : kK (Cull) {CN-)4 . II . . 

(50) 

,. 
Equation (52) reduces to (43) at zero time. Iritegrati'ori 'or 
(52) gives: 

.,.. ; .·. ' ·.. ..;... ·.~ .. I . .. . ··f·' . ·:·.". 
"1). 

•"".·: .. / ~ . 

.. , 
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~ ' 
ln 1 ~ 12x 

x 
ln(i - + 12x~ 24x2 + ·64x~) .... ··. x\ . o ~ -

. 0 . -
' .... '· . ,. ... ... . ;r,·.··~-· . ~ ~. _,~ , .. -~· . . . .. ... . ........... ... 

kK 1 (T 0 - 4T 0 -II)4 o t {;53) 
eN- cu - ·· · 

-or,· .. 
X X0 = K" o t (54) -

where .i .. _Tcui~/TdN:-- .... -4T,8uii ~. 4Tcuii and x 0 -refer-s -~-·?.:~-~ero 
);imeo Equation (54) is valid for ·all' condition's othe~ than 
T0N.. 4':[1gu_r:t' = 0, when (52} must be re illt egrated. . 

. The slow reaction ·may involve Cu(Cn)~(NH3): rather. 
than Cu(CN)~ .~s·th~ dlsp~oportioniting species,.and in this 
pase ( 47) and ( ~8) ar:Jeplaced by . 

Cu{NH~~~I . ~II Cu~3)II -o- (n-l)NH3 

C~(NH3 )IT,+ 4CN- K;J;v Cu(CN)~(N.H3 )'"' 

and ~50) is r~placed ri~ 

· .. II Tc'u'II ·· {Cu(NH3 ) ) -
+-i{-iriTk""irf"''"k-::;-a""~3!'---<IP--Tk-.VI"Tk-:9~"'~'k-:V~"'~'k-:i=-a-.4...,_-

2;. 3 4 NH3 - 2 3 4 5 NH3~ 

Jc8 now becomes K ........ . 
IV. 
.... k'· v v 4 .,. o o oK a 

2· 5 NH:3; 

<"t5} 
.(56L 

I·' 
··"'~ ;· -~. 

{57) 

A similar treatment could be giveq~ f.o::r an intermediate. com-
plex of Cu(CN) 4 {NH3 )~Io. , _ 

, The. validity of the mechanism which. has been postulate 
may be experimentally verified by the· tisa·:o;,f: (54}, for the 
product kK 9 .should be independent of c·opper( II) and cyanide 
'concentrati ohs.; . The· ·role Of arrmionia 'in the 'ihtermedia:te 
'complex is carried 'ih .K 9 -;·per equation (52) ·or {58)~· For 
the excessive a'll1rilonia concentrations, K9 is a:- true- c cih:sfant. 
Plots were. prepared where the ·left side. of ·equation ('54} · 
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WRS .r.al.C'1.1ls ted and graphed VS o t·o Figure 6 exemplifies these 
plots. The liries which resulted· were straight and" had. the · 
~lopes corresponding to K" indicated in co1umn 4 ir{·Table 2. 
The ~quantity 'kK' was calculated in column 5 arid pro'ved, to b.e 
ind~!pehderit of" in'i'tTal:.c·.opp-er {li) ·and c;V'ah'ide concentrations. 

' . • 7 ·._. . :. .. '4. - • ~. ,. ~ .·' ' . ,\ • 

', .. , ., 
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The last two columns of.Table 2 indicate the results 
of an attempt to determine the role of ammonia. in tl;le ~e~ .. · . 
act ion by. calculating the denomiriat or of· K' in the' ~two '· .... :· 
mechanisms mentioned previousl~. With the use of van'~ 
Hoff's ~quat~on. (fo! KcL.~nq Bjerrum' s data, the. cupric-· 
ammonia stebf.ility constants k~ were roughly estimated for 
0°Ge This process 1~ admittedly quite improper sinc~.the 
solutions under consideration have a tonsiderable ionic 
s;trength and since· .nothing is known about coefficients of 
thermal expansion. However, orders of magnitude are prob
ably not too. ipcqrrect".. If we n_ow s.u"Q at itute the formal con
centrat_ions of am~oin~, ~NH3 , for activities, although_ the 

concept of ionic strength was not· designed to be relevant in 
solutions ll.M· in4ammonia, the deg:ominator of K' in.·· (51.) be-
comes 2 .4xlol5 TNH .. 1 .·5xlol5 TNH3 or in· (58), · · · · 

3 . 

6 1010 3 10 4 . 
3. x TNH3 ~ 2.3xlO_ . TNH3 • The. value~ of kKII lf~,~ .. .-kKIV 

in Table 2 are calculated under th.ese conditions and ·should 
therefore be considere~. as inde~endent of varistions·f~
copper(II),_cyanide, or ammonia· •.. These values, combined with 
the hazardous assumptions given above and the rapidity of the 
reaction:,. which limited the lower:.concentrations of ·e;mmonia · ·' 
which was experimentally allowable,'definitely ·disallow any 
categorical statements regarding the function of ammonia in 
the react.ion, but 'the ·author feels that the · interme·d.i'ate 
species is Cu{CN)Jo The following discu~sion proceeda upon 
this assu.mp~ion. . ...... .. . 

It is evident from the kinetic equation for the react ion 
that although·a proper treatment of ammonia is assumed; only 
the product kKII can be evaluated. Unless the stability of 
the cupric-tetracyanide comp'lex is independently known the 
specific ratA constant for ~he reaction cannot be isolated. 
The rapidity of the reaction indicates that K I canriot be 
evaluated directly, but with t~0 use of equatton (11) and 
data summarized by Je Bjerrum, the stability of the complex 
was estimated at about 1026. This points to a magnitude for 
k of about ten,. although perhaps not in the immediate neigh
borhood of that number. The devious path which was neces
sary to arrive at the above value of k indicated that any 
attempts to obtain a meaningful free energy of activation of 
the reaction would prove futile. But the extraordinarily 
high value for k does signify a low free energy of activation. 
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Table 2. ·.Pseudo ·a.nd true ·Constants for )1 =. 1 
' 

T = 0°C 0 '• 

T T8uii T8N.-
.. 

NH3 
K'' kKrr for kKrv for 

Cu(CN)4 Cu(CN)4(NH)3 

12 .. 5 Oe00125 8:8188 
. 5 2.8:x1o26 3.3xlo20 

5.3xl05 0. ()01 ?.5 4.8xlO 8w7 . 7>.2 
0.00150 0~01.20 4.~.xlo5 2 .• 7 ~.2 
0.00150 0.00900 7.0xl05 ' 4.2 3.6 
0.00200 0.00800 ·-- 3.U 3.G 

0·.,00250 . 0.0100 2.9 3.4 
0.00300 0.00900 5.3x105 2.8 3.3 

. 0.00600 0.0120 4.8x10~ 2.5 3.0 
0.00600 0.00900' 6.3xl0

5 
3.3· 3.9 

0.00600 0.00600 5.1xl0 2.7 3.2 

11.2 0.00300 0.00900 9.9xl0~ 2.8xlo26' 4.0x1020 
0.00300 0.00600 9.2xl0 2.8 4.0 

10o5 0.00200 0.00600 1.2xlo5 2.9xl026 4.1xlo26 
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It has been shown that for a somewhat limited.range in 
conc~ntrations the oxidation of cyanide by copper(II) pro
ceeds through.t.he disproportionation of an intermediate 
Cu( CN) 4 complex. The conclusion can ther~·fore. be drawn that 
the otlie~ possible paths for the oxidation, such as the uni
molecular disproportionation of cucN-· or Cu(CN) 2 J) or the 
bimolecular reaction of two Cu(CN)4 molecules ~o form 
cyanogen directly, are considerably s~ower than the mechanism 
which.was observed. It follows that the free energy of acti
vation for the observed mechanism must be considerably lower 
than those for other pathsa · 

The marked stability of the cuprous tri-cyanide complex 
in relation to·other cuprous cyanide species is evidenced by 
the non-appearance·of other species in the kinetics of the, 
reaction, and bne may directly infer that Cu(CN)~ has consid~ 
erably less free energy than the other cuprous cyanide com- . 
plexes, ·species .wb:j..c:Q. do not occur to any measurable extent 
in the kinetic;·product of the reaction. If we now consider 
the seri$S of reactions where various cupric complexes dis= 
proportionate to give the cuprous cyanide complexes with one" 
less cyanide arrl a cyanide radical, the high free energies of 
the products, ex.cepting the tricyanide complex, .,indicate that 
the energy·of activation mQy be directly cor~el~ted to the 
free energy co6terit of the product. 

This correlation of fiee energies likewise infers a co~~ 
relatibn of ot~e~ prope~ties, thus an identification, more 
or less exl;lct;Ly, of structural features .•. Such ·an identifi-

~ cation ot structures should not be pursued ~oo ~1go~6usly, 
but when one considers the probaple structure of reactant, . 
activated complex, and product, the similarities are evident~ 
The electronic structure of cuprous ion.is ••• 3s~3p63dl0 and 
the ion has four low energy orbitals, one s and three p,
available for complexing. Since an ammom1a molecule is also. 
complexed to Cu(CN)E, a·tetrahedral structure probably re
sults from the ,sp3 oonding. Considering the cupric tetra!"" 
cyanide complex-, the· cupr1c · ion has a~. ~3s23p63d9 structure 
and according to P~uling, the odd d electron is promoted 
to a· 4p orbit during covalent complexing with a dsp2 bond- . 
ing and a square configur.ation :resulting. This coplanarity 
has been observed for CuClz, 2H20 arid also for other mol-·· 
ecules which contain Cu( IIJ -0 bonds. S~nce dsp2 bonding is 
considered.to b~. stronger the~ ~p3 bon~ing (2.69 and 2, 
respec.tively)_ and since coplanarity has beem observed for the 
covalent -linkage .if dsp2 bon~ing, one tends to conclude th~t 
the cupric tet~acyanide complex has a coplanar configuration. 
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If the activated complex, is considered to consist ·Of s.:
momentarily elongated Cu(II)-CN bond precursory to the,:'···· 
cu(I}-CNO state, the activated complex may be allowed'.to"·:ha·ve 
an .interregnum ln which it is not improbable that· the .struc-
ture may possess tetrahedral character. .-

' : \ ,,· 

In any case, the correspondence between activated complex 
and product is postulated, and the preceding paragraph should 
be considered as explariatory rath~r than apologetic.e It is 
entirely possible that an ammonia molecule is also complexed 
to the reactant and it is also possible that one or two 
water molecules may oe complexed. Under these circumstanc~s 
P s1milsr bond orbit~ls-configuration analysis would be ques
t ion:ablA, 

The correlation between activated complex and product 
in this reaction is a reversal of the genersl statement that 
for reactions of the type A -e. B ii:l. C the activated complex 
may be expected to resemble C more than tne reactants, for 
in the Cu(II)-cN= reaction exactly the reverse takes piace~ 

Reference has been made to the validity of kinetic 
evidence for the existence of complexes. No kinetic evidence 
of complexes other than Cu(CN)I and Cu(CN)~ was found in this 
exper·iment, and it follows from equation ( 46) and the various 
assumptions inherent in it that concentrations of complex 
cyanide species other than those mentioned are inconsequen
tial, less than 5=10 per cent, compared to their concentra
tions. Kinetic evidence for the existence of non-reacting 
complexes is therefore to be considered as sufficient but 
not necessary evidencea 

Summary 

.. The oxidatioq of cyanide ioJ:;l by copper( II) in a concen
trat'ed ammur1ia 3olution was found to proceed most probably 
via the disproportionation of CU(CN)~ to form a cuprous tri
cyanide complex and a cyanide radical. The precise role of 
ammonia in the reAction was unable to be determined, and the 
intermediate complex may possibly contain one or two mole~ 
cl,lles or ammonla., 
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The.observ~d mechanism of the Cti(II)~cN- reaction was 
e~plained by an activated complex-product correspondence in 
te~ms of ~ree energy content of the species, or, in differ-. 
ent words, by a postulate that ~n a reaction of the type · 
A~B t>. C, the properties. of the activated complex are 
more similar to B + C rather than A· 

Tenative evidence ~~s found for the existence of.a vi
olet cucN- species, but no evidence was round for copper 
cyanide complexes other than those previously noted, although 
the severe restrictions on kinetic evidence for complexes was 
observed 0 

Summary 

It was demonstrated that the properties of. an aqueous 
solution co':lld not be expected to be the sum of the prop= · 
erties of the separate ions added to the properties of pure 
water. Interaction occurs between the ion~ and water.and 
between the ions themselves, while a stronger interaction 
results in molecular entities called chemical complexes· that 
have properties which differ from their components. 

A ~uantity kn was developed Which related the effective 
concentrations of the complex species·MAn-1, A and MAn, 
thereby relating the concentrations of all species in the 
solution. This constant was found to depend not only on the 
tendency ofMAn to split off an A, or to further complex an 
A, but also on the interaction or the various species with 
the aqueous environment. An exami.nation of the tendencies 
of species ~o complex supplieo several semi-satisfactory 
empirical rule·s regard.ing the. stabilities of the complex, 
but it was found that a complete theory of stability would 
require a complete knowledge of the complexing system·, and 
this goal.is unattainable at the'present time. 

Thermodynamics was found to Offer a pre~ise measure of 
the sblbility of the complex, and the free energy change due 
to the formation of a complex was correlated to a chemical . 
energy change in the reaction together with an entropy change 
in the system. A study of the entropy properties of·solutions 
indicated that if appropriate precautions were taken, the .. ,"en-
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tropies of ions could be directly corielated to the ordering 
of solvent molecules around the ions. A theoretic~l calcula
tion of entropy, simil~r to that done for water in ice, 
could therefore elucidate the actual average physical si
tuation of an ion immersed .in water. Proceeding from this 
point~ the measured ionic entropies in actual- solutions with 
appreciable ionic strength could then be related to the pro~ 
bable numbers of ions in the ion-atmosphereo 

Since such calculationi have not been performed as y~t, 
a return to kn, or k 0 ~ was proposed, for too often the nature 
and proportions of tRe spooias in an a.queous solution con
taining a moderately complexing metal ion are, either unknown 
or unrecognized o Since an appropriate' sl·ectromotive cell 
can measu~e activities of aqueou5 ions, the potential of ~ 
c·oncentro.t-:t..o,n ~191.1 was shown to be related tp the equilib
rium constants o.f the various aqueous com.:rlex speciesp and 
under certain conditions a determination of such a potential 
allows a determination of the concentration constants. This 
method of treatment was applied to the stannous chloride 
equilibriums 9 and the stability constants of the four com
plex species .were measured at an ionic strength of two. 

The nature of metal ions and their complexes during the 
course of an oxidation~reduction reaction.were then studied 
from the viewpoint of kinetics. It was observed that quite 
often· such a reaction proceeds via the disproportionation of 
a.n intermediate complex. and the st~dy of the Cu(II)-cN
reaction·was undertaken as a test for the postulate that the 
disproportionation of an int~rmediate complex is .a necessary 
path for an oxidation reattiono Since cyanide is a strong 
complexing agent~ if its oxidation by copper(II) does not 
proceed through an intermediate .complex the postulate must 
be discarded~ Al~o~ it was hoped that a relationship be
tween the nurnb~r of oxidizable anions and the rate of reac
tion could be observed. 

The Cu(II)=CN= reaction was observed to proceed most 
probably through the disproportiona.tion of an intermediate 
Cu(CN)~ complex to form a Cu(CN:;:;: and a·cyanide radicalo 

··From a oorresponnt=mce of the rate of reaction to the sta= 
bility of the products~ it is·postulated th~t in a r~~ction 
of' the general type A~B ~ c~ the activated cotnplex re~ 
sembles the products more clqsely than .it resembles the 
re~ctanto The nature of t~e reaction was such that the spe
cific rate constant could not be d~termined within a reason
able deg~ee of accuracyo 

Tentative evidence was found for the exis.tence of a vio
let C.uQN= complex~ previously unreported o 
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